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Subject: Re:public comment on federal register no gold mine in the tongass

 

 

 

i went to your link to get an email address but your link does not work. what a shame you put in a link that does

not work so that the public is constrained from  having a voice. do you do that often?  why are you forgetting

email comments?  or trying to shut them down when they are the most used method of communication in the

entire usa at this time in history?  

 

 

 

this is nationalland owned by 328 million americans citizens. the expansion of this mine shoudl be stopped. the

incursion and devastation to wonderful open space is a  hell on earth from the poison spewed by coeur. gold

mining is a poisonous mess to  nature. everyting is killed. land, trees, water, air, wildlife. letting this profiteeer

destroy more is a horror to behold. its expansion actions are wrongful and shameful. there is no more open land

we. need to preserve and protect what we have left from these profiteers destroying constantly for their own

wallets.no logging shoudl be allowed either. deny land for rocks, tailings, etc. this mine does nmot appear to be

complying with environmental regulations at all imo. no expansions or extensions should be granted to this

profiteer. so many acres of poison crap cannot be tolerated. this profiteer doesnt own this land. he is using the

lands of the people of the usa and his use is disastrous to public safety and health. the slate lake shoudl be

examined again by independent researchers. deny all applicatoins of this profiteer. they have done enough

damage to line tiehr own pockets while the world is being decimated. the site now appears to be poison and

contaminants. the site itself is worth more than gold in terms of its value to humansand to nature and to wildlife

and to all things living. 

 

 

 

all th species that try to live in this area are suffering like bear, deer, otters, marten, wolves, eagles, mt goats,

sapsuckers.many of these species appear nowhere else on earth and need to get the highest protection. they are

not getting that with this mine in the area. i dont see any monies put awy for reclamatino and dont see any

reclamation done yet - all of your reclamation plans are in the future so that they are highly speculative imo at this

point. 

 

 

 

where exactly is the report to the us forest servfice and why is there no access to it for the public to see. if you

are reporting to the forest service, whyis that report hidden from public view. sneak secrets?  clearly salmon are

dying from teh contamination. they require clean water. 

 

 

 

again, deny all expansion and watch the damage this profiter is doing instead of letting any run roughshod. this

comment is for the public recordplease receipet. it is bad to have gold mines when the land itself is worth more

than gold. this comment is for the public record please receitp. jean publiee jena public1@yahoo.com


